PERFORMANCE CONCRETE
5-YEAR WARRANTY

®

PREMIUM CONCRETE & SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
THAT YOU CAN TRUST SINCE 1989
Since 1989, Cemstone DURA-CRETE® concrete has been manufactured using high-performance, quality
ingredients, and it is installed by annually Certified Contractors following proven, time-tested guidelines
of the American Concrete Institute and the Portland Cement Association’s Cement Mason’s Guide.
Concrete is the most widely used material in the world. It is essential for commercial, residential and
agricultural construction projects. In fact, concrete is essential in our modern day life-from interstate
highways to airport runways to the sidewalks in your neighborhood. While concrete itself is a simple
material, making beautiful concrete that lasts is a blend of art and science.

Performance and versatility: Cemstone DURA-CRETE® is an ideal choice for driveways as well as stamped and colored sidewalks, living
spaces, pool decks and walkways. A list of annually Certified Contractors is provided on our web site www.cemstone.com for your convenience.
Cemstone is not responsible for the acts, obligations or liabilities of these companies or services of any listed companies.
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The DURA-CRETE® Ready-Mixed

DURA-CRETE® IS YOUR BEST OPTION
DURA-CRETE® concrete combines top quality materials,
concrete technology and systematic installation
procedures to yield a finished product that not only
withstands the punishment of our extreme climate but
that also enhances the beauty and value of your property,
now and for years to come.

COST EFFECTIVE
Over its expected service life, the operating cost of DURACRETE® remains considerably less than that of any other
paving material. The initial investment in DURA-CRETE®
is competitive with other pavements, the durability and
low maintenance costs of DURA-CRETE® concrete save
you money in the long run. Asphalt and unbonded pavers
requires frequent and regular maintenance to continue
to perform.

TROUBLE FREE
DURA-CRETE ® resists water penetration, and it is designed and constructed to resist the effects of freezing
and thawing. DURA-CRETE® concrete is long lasting and
durable, scientifically engineered to withstand our harsh
climate of extreme heat and bitter cold for years with a
minimum of maintenance. In fact, DURA-CRETE® actually
gains strength as it ages!

Concrete Program warranty assures
your concrete surface from developing any surface defects resulting
from inferior materials or workmanship. This includes the occurrence of
coarse aggregate popouts, scaling,
spalling or delamination. If a defect
should appear within five years of
the installation of your DURA-CRETE®
concrete, the owner understands and
agrees that the liability of Cemstone
or the Certified Contractor is limited
to the breaching party replacing or
repairing the defective concrete. The
decision as to whether the defective
concrete will be repaired or replaced
shall be made at the sole discretion of
the breaching party.

WHATEVER YOU ENVISION...

CREATE IT WITH CONCRETE.
No matter how you envision your walkways, living space, driveway or home, you can bring the
dream to life with concrete. Truly, your only limitation is imagination - and pesky thing called budget. Over its lifetime concrete saves you money and this long term performance makes DURACRETE® concrete a sustainable product. Concrete requires less maintenance, lasts longer and adds
value to your property when compared to asphalt or pavers.
For durable, dependable, economical, low maintenance results, the choice is concrete. And the
supplier to specify is CEMSTONE.
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DURA-CRETE® CERTIFIED CONTRACTOR:

CEMSTONE PRODUCTS COMPANY
CEMSTONE READY MIX, INC.
OWATONNA CONCRETE PRODUCTS LLC
RANDALL READY MIX LLC
2025 CENTRE POINTE BOULEVARD, SUITE 300
MENDOTA HEIGHTS, MN 55120-1221
1-800-CEMSTONE • 651-688-9292
FAX 651-688-0124
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